Preface

This thesis represents a long personal journey starting way back in 2008 through choosing the subject of my future research work as the presence of underwriting cycle in the Indian non-life insurance market as well as modelling growth pattern of the insurance sector in India. It has taken me through widely different environments and experiences encompassing considerable expanses of space and time. I started my research work as a Post-Graduate student in Statistics in the University of Calcutta way back in 2004. In 2007, movement to professional field joining Kuwait Petroleum Corporation in Kuwait as Risk Management Specialist and my parallel MBA study with Risk and Insurance specialization gave me necessary impetus for doing research in the field of insurance. Ph.D. registration in the University of Calcutta in 2011 marked the formal beginning of research in the insurance field with subsequent publications in the area. Being involved in academics as Assistant Professor in Sikkim Manipal University Academic Central in Bangalore provided me an extra zeal to continue my Ph.D. research work which enabled me to keep the flag on for continued research even after my shift from academics to purely IT technical field as Tech Lead at the latter part of my career. This thesis is the result of a long eventful journey through the last 6 years.

This work is related to the study on the presence of underwriting cycle in the Indian Non-life insurance market as well as a study on the performance of the different major non-life insurers (both public and private) in the last decade (Post-liberalization period after the IRDA Act, 1999) along with determination of the future growth prospects of the sector in the years to come. There had been enough study on the subject of underwriting cycle in the advanced western countries like USA, UK and other EU members. In Asian economies like China, Singapore, Japan etc., there had been some related works regarding determination of the underwriting cycle pattern. However, any research work is yet to be performed with respect to the presence of the underwriting cycle in the Indian non-life insurance market scenario. This work is supposedly an initial attempt in the said direction with respect to the Indian non-life insurance market. This work also encompasses a thorough study on the performance of the different stakeholders of the Indian non-life insurance market in the last decade. This study has also tried to highlight the future prospects of the non-life insurance market in India in the coming years. This work focusing primarily on the virgin area of the Indian non-life insurance sector is an initial endeavour which may help in setting proper underwriting standards before roping in more customers to increase premium income so that claims expenses can be kept at certain level and would be a win-win game for both the insurer and insured.

The main driving force behind successful completion of this work is my father, Prof. Satyabrata Pal, Ex-Dean Post Graduate Studies, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya (Dr. B. C. Roy Agricultural University), Mohanpur, Nadia, West Bengal. He had performed a major role through encouraging me from time to time to sustain the passion for continuing the research work for the last 6 years and providing me active support during the tumultuous periods of my life. Without his active role in my pursuit, it would have been impossible for this work to see the broad daylight. I am...
indebted to him for all the pains he had smilingly accepted to see the successful completion of this long quest.

I am grateful to my Ph.D. supervisor, Prof. Sitanath Mazumdar, Professor, Department of Business Management and Ex-Dean, Faculty Council for Post-Graduate Studies in Commerce, Social Welfare and Business Management, University of Calcutta, West Bengal for all the support and guidance he had provided all these years enabling me to bring the work to successful conclusion. I particularly express my deep sense of appreciation for providing me his valuable comments and guidance within a very short span of time whenever I had sent any research material for his kind review.

I am very much thankful to Prof. Snehamay Bhattacharyya (Head, Department of Commerce, University of Calcutta) for his kind assistance through providing necessary support for completing this research work. I am thankful to Prof. Kanika Chatterjee (Ex-Head, Department of Commerce) for her kind assistance from time to time through providing necessary support in the study. I am specially thankful to Prof. Sudipti Banerjea (Convenor, Ph.D. Committee, Department of Commerce) for his active support all these years for performing different academic activities related to Calcutta University Ph.D. curriculum since the days of my registration in the University of Calcutta. I am thankful to Prof. Dipti Chakravorty (Ex-Head, Department of Commerce) for his kind assistance while getting registration in the University of Calcutta during 2011. I am thankful to all members of the Ph.D. committee of the University of Calcutta who had provided ample support time to time enriching the research work.

Many other people had provided me encouragement and active support time to time in this long eventful journey – without whose active assistance, it would have been a difficult task to complete this work. I am thankful to Prof. Narasimha Rao (Principal Academics, Manipal Global Education), who had helped me on choosing the research topic through providing me information on necessary research materials in the insurance sector way back in 2008. I am thankful to Prof. Shanath Kumar (Head-e-Learning, Sikkim Manipal University), who had provided me active support through encouraging me for further studies and allowing me to go to Kolkata whenever required for Ph.D. related works in the initial days of my journey. I am particularly grateful to Dr. Murli Nagasundaram (Principal-Academics and Head-Learning Innovation, Manipal Global Education) for his active role in my long journey through allowing me to work from Manipal Global Education Kolkata office for a considerable period of time which enabled me to join the Ph.D. curriculum in the University of Calcutta in the early-2011 and through providing me useful guidance in my research work enriching its quality and content to a large extent. I am grateful to Prof. Ramesh Murthy (Director-Sikkim Manipal University) for his unconditional support through providing necessary facilities which enabled me to perform the study time to time and active encouragement to finish my research work as early as possible. I am thankful to Prof. Shivram Krishnan (Dean-Academics and Head-Management & Commerce, Sikkim Manipal University) for showing active interest in my research work and providing useful guidance from time to time in the long journey. I am thankful to Dr. Gayathri Devi (Dean-Research, Sikkim Manipal University) for showing active interest in my quest and supporting in the early days of the journey.
I am particularly grateful to Prof. Balakrishna Rao (Chief Information Officer, Information Technology Department, Manipal Global Education) for his active support from time to time in this long eventful journey. His kind co-operation through allowing me to work from MaGE Kolkata office had enabled me to finish the Ph.D. course-work in the University of Calcutta in time, a major boost in bringing this eventful journey to a successful completion.
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